
Debbie’s Thoughts:      
 Once again, we appreciate you taking a chance on the weather and coming to 

pull with us. Especially those that drove about two hours. I know there are places a lot 
closer, you could pull at. You flatter us by making the trip. Hope you had fun and 
come back again.  

 Luckily this time, the track was dry. Really too dry. We apologize for all the 
dust. I think it was a miracle it didn’t rain us out. With the drizzle and dark clouds, the 
guys were afraid to add much water. They thought if they kept the track dry, it could 

be fixed, if it did rain. We all had family and friends telling us that it was raining all 
around us. We were shocked that it missed Ace. That is not normal. Don’t remember 

the exact words used. But one of you called Ace the place that it always rains. Sure 
seems that way. They have had to cancel about as many races, as we have pulls. 
 One reason we have had to call off so many pulls, is track location. With it be-

ing on the low side, all the runoff water soaked the track. It took days for it to dry out. 
Hopefully Ricky has solved that problem. He filled in low spots on the track and cut a 
ditch in front of it. Special thanks to Allen Lewis, for the use of the motorgrader. That 

is one reason why we were late getting started. Sorry for the inconvenience. I think it 
was well worth the wait though. We had a much better track this time. Hopefully next 
time the weather radar will look better and we can lay the dust.  

 Noticed we had a few first time pullers. Hope they all had a good time.  
 As always we appreciate all the hard work from everyone. It means a lot to us, 
especially when you brave the sun and heat. I know it makes for a long day. Some of 

you got a little too hot. Hope you are feeling better. A few of our regular workers 
couldn’t make it. Thank you to those that filled in for them.    
 We appreciate you all paying the $5 admission. I think it is worth it. Ace Speed-

way has nice facilities and they are close to the track. Brad Allen even gave our drivers 
a free gift, this time. He doesn’t make a lot of money off us and still goes out of his 
way to make us feel welcome. 

 I tried to do better, putting information, on the website and Facebook. Ricky 
checks the tracks by Friday evening, if it is questionable. I posted the track condition 

then. Told that I would post any changes. Hope that was okay. Please stay in the habit 
of checking before you load up and again before leaving home. If we cancel, I post it 
before I start texting & calling everyone. If you haven’t been receiving those, please 

let me know. I will add you to the list. I don’t want any of you to waste your time, gas 
or fuel. I know some of you call me, before you load up. If you did this time and never 
got an answer or machine, I apologize. A storm knocked out my phone and internet on 

Monday. It was finally repaired on Saturday.  
 Thanks again to all of you that bought hats or T shirts. We are proud that you 
want to advertise and be associated with us. I will try to restock all styles and sizes 

before our next pull. Can’t make any promises, with the holiday though. 
 Y’all have a Happy Labor Day. Stay safe. Hope to see everyone back at Ace 
Speedway on September 6th.  


